Battery installation:
- Turn stainless steel body counter-clockwise to unlock and remove stainless steel body. Install 6 "AAA" batteries (good quality recommended) according to polarity, indicated on power pack (included).
- To re-position the stainless steel body and to lock it into place, align the notches together and turn clockwise until you hear it click. Remove batteries if consumed or if product is to be left unused for a long period.
- To start using your Graviti mill, just flip it! It's that simple!
- To refill: To refill mill, turn stainless steel body counter-clockwise to unlock and remove. To avoid spilling, the mill upside down before filing. Turn the power pack clockwise to unlock.

Fill with pepper or salt:
- Battery pack
- Fill with pepper or salt
- To fill

Pour remplir:
- Bloc à piles
- Remplir de poivre ou de sel
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